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Mitch Hooper
Editor-in-Chief

If the cover didn’t already give it away, it’s the Sex 
Issue here at 1870 Magazine this month, and things 
have been weird to say the least.

This issue has myself and the staff pondering on 
life’s toughest questions like: how often do you watch 

porn? Or how do you feel about threesomes? You know, only 
the professional workplace stuff.

Albeit these conversations were slightly inappropriate, 
they brought to light many of the horrors and highlights of 
sex. We talked about hook-up culture and the troubles that 
come with what seems to be an innocent act by those who 
participate. We talked about the loneliness of being single 
and the dependency of relationships. We talked about love 
and relationships and the things we can be doing to our 
significant others as an act of love—don’t read this the wrong 
way, it’s the simple things like an electric massager with 
some lavender massage oil after a long day.

In general, we talked to each other like humans, and 
that’s my hope for you with this issue.

Talking about love, sex, and relationships doesn’t have 
to be a porno script. It’s whatever you and whoever you are 
talking to is comfortable with. In our conversations in the 
office, if things took a turn to becoming too personal, we just 
moved on. It’s as simple as that. Just like physical sex, when 
talking about sex, consent is key.

What these conversations show is all of our experiences 
with these topics have some sort of common ground between 
each other. If you’ve been cheated on, odds are good there’s 
someone else in your friend group who went through the 
same experience and will share your emotions. And if you’ve 
ever wanted to be in a threesome, well, our survey results say 
there might also be someone in your friend group with the 
same kink. Hey, to each their own.

Or you might see this magazine and be completely 
appalled. That’s fine too. But you’ve made it this far into 
my editor’s note all about sex so you must be just a little 
intrigued, right?

Cheers,

CONTE NTS
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FOOD & BOOZE
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Is the Crush page a place for people to connect, or for STEM majors 
and non-STEM majors to endlessly fight with each other? You be 
the judge. Beyond academic majors arguments, we’re just looking 

to check up on the dude with all those hard boiled eggs. Seriously, are 
you good, buddy?

BY 1870 STAFF

This is a Buckeye Lot bound 
campus loop north.

42 RTs, 430 Likes

IF TATE MARTELL TRANSFERS 
OUT, WHO WANTS A 

#LATERTATER SHIRT?
5 RTs, 133 Likes

PEOPLE WHO USE :) ;) :/ HAVE 
BIG HEARTS AND YOU SHOULD 

KEEP THEM AROUND.
14 RTs, 286 Likes

DWAYNE HASKINS. 
ONE MORE YEAR. 
PRETTY PLEASE?

19 RTs, 270 Likes

To the boy who 
got two bowls 

filled to the brim 
of hard boiled 

eggs at scott..Are 
u good buddy?

3RTs, 272 Likes

Why do ppl from NE 
Ohio love to flex their 

high school gear all the 
time...You know who 

you are.
7 RTs, 181 Likes

Petition to g et campus bars to put an age limit for 
entranc e...No mor e 40+ year o ld m en watching us 

danc e...
3 RTs, 142 Likes

$20 to anyone that 
didn’t get Airpods or 

anything champion for 
christmas

262 Likes

Everyone on campus 
dealing with some form of 

depression. I recently came 
to terms with this being my 

struggle too. You are not 
alone. You are important. 
You are loved. We love you 
and we are here for you.

20 RTs, 317 Likes
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TOP 10 
@OSUCRUSH 
TWEETS OF      
   JANUARY

THIS ISN’T ABOUT 
STEM VS NON STEM 
MAJORS...THIS IS 
ABOUT EVERYONE 
VS THE BUSINESS 

MAJORS.
30RTs, 511 Likes
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Leadbelly Ultimate
(@pbultimate)

Do you know who wrote the tweet?
While we are not sure who wrote the 
tweet you could say we have quite a 
few secret admirers. ;) (@LebottJames)

Do you find frisbee to be over-
sexualized by today’s media?
Frisbee is absolutely over-sexualized by 
today’s media, however, we are 100% 
willing to keep up with the trends.

Who is the frisbee GOAT?
Bill Nye played frisbee in the 70’s 
that’s all I’m sayin’.

How does one adopt the ultimate 
frisbee lifestyle?
Stop watching FRIENDS.

What makes this style of frisbee 
“ultimate” relative to other forms 
of frisbeeing?
Lots of space on the field for activities.

Turner Dilley 
(@tdills99)

Is this your first time being 
mentioned on our page?
Yes, first time being mentioned.

Do you know who wrote the tweet?
Have no clue who wrote it and trying 
to figure out who hahaha.

How does one get to the secret city 
of Margaritaville?
I’m actually a brand manager for the 
Margaritaville brand, so I do some 
marketing stuff and help organize 
and run Margaritaville’s world-wide 
ambassador program!

When you roll up to the Jimmy 
Buffett concert are you looking like 
Magnum PI or Ace Ventura?
When I roll up to the Jimmy Buffett 
concert on July 18 at Riverbend in 
Cincy this year, I’ll be looking like a 
full-blown beach bum in a Hawaiian 
t-shirt and boat shoes or flip-flops.

Crush Connections
F E B R U A R Y

BY K ATIE COOK

Ever wonder who is behind those most 
dastardly and hopelessly romantic 
tweets? Or how the crushee reacted to an 
OSUCrush tag? Well, so does OSUCrush! 
We’ve followed up on some of our favorite 
tweets to dig up the details.

@OSUCrush: “Croutons.”
We have croutons on the brain as our minds 
race with the pressing questions: what is 
a crouton? Is seasoning mandatory? Who 
invented this crunchy morsel? How big 
is the world’s largest crouton? And most 
importantly, where are the best croutons???

Christian Shaw
(@ChristianRenee4)

@OSUCrush: “The boys who 
play for Leadbelly Ultimate 

Frisbee ;)”

The boys have finally been given their 
credit though the sexualization of frisbee 
continues to plague society. Don’t worry 
though, at Leadbelly Ultimate they realize 
it is something they’ll just have to suffer 
through as frisbee bombshells.

What classifies a carb as a crouton?
Double baked bread with seasoning.

Is a large crouton just a piece of 
toast?
No, croutons are much crispier.

Does a crouton need to be spiced 
in order for it to be considered a 
crouton?
Yes, it needs seasoning.

What is the greatest crouton brand 
and why?
Texas toast because the seasoning 
isn’t overpowering and it has the right 
amount of crunch.

The world’s largest crouton is 55 
feet long and 66 feet wide… who 
are you taking into battle to smash 
this ungodly crouton?
My boyfriend because he can put 
down some carbs.

@OSUCrush: “Turner Dilly I’d go 
to Margaritaville with you ;D”

Ever wonder how the other, boat shoe 
wearing, corona lime drinking, Parrot-
head half lives? Yeah, same. PSA: there’s a 
lot of promotion involved.

Was the ;D emoji at the end of the 
tweet in any way off-putting to you?
I think it was just one of my friends 
messing around so the smiley is just a 
joke to be annoying hahaha.
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Pisces
(FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20)

You’ll be looking for some much needed 
change in your life this month, Pisces. 
Whether it’s a new haircut, lifestyle or 
relationship, go for it! Change can be 
healthy and can keep things fresh, so 
choose a drink on the 14th that reflects this. 
The universe recommends a Bloody Mary 
as your Valentine’s Day drink this month. 
It has tomatoes and celery in it! Standard 
brunch has a Bloody Mary bar with the 
biggest mugs you’ll ever see.

Aries
(MARCH 21- APRIL 19)

The month of February will 
be a freeing one for you, 

Aries. You’ll find yourself 
wanting to shed some 

extra weight in your life 
which will cause you to 

act spontaneously. This 
Valentine’s Day go out of 
your comfort zone and 

splurge on an expensive drink that makes 
you feel a mixture of fabulous and buzzed. 
The universe recommends a Grey Goose 
martini as your Valentine’s Day drink. 
You’ll only be paying for one anyways since 
you spontaneously broke up with your 
significant other.

Taurus
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)

You’re going to feel 
very aggressive 
during February, 

whether it be at 
work, play, or rest. 

Aggression can be used 
for good or bad so make 

the decision wisely. Channel 
that energy into something that always 
results in a good time—drinking. The 
universe recommends absinthe be your 
Valentine’s Day drink of choice as it pairs 
nicely with an aggressive attitude. I heard 
the bar at The Blackwell Inn just put it on 
the menu two months ago. 

Gemini 
(MAY 21-JUNE 20)

You’re going to have to work hard this 
month, Gemini. The future reveals a trying 
time for you as you’ll be tested over the new 
four weeks. Your mind will tend to race and 
decision making may come as a challenge 
to you due to feeling nervous or rushed. 
The universe recommends a flight of beer 
as your Valentine’s Day drink, it’s easier to 
make a decision when you can choose more 
than one. Seventh Son has a good deal on 
flights and a great menu of locally brewed 
beer.

Cancer
(JUNE 21-JULY 22)

You’re feeling quite over-indulgent 
this month, Cancer. Your energy and 
confidence will inflate, leaving you with a 
happy and balanced mindset. This is your 
time to enjoy life and relax while things 
look bright in the foreseeable future. You’ll 
find yourself itching to travel somewhere  
sunny and low-key. The universe 
recommends a pina colada as your 
Valentine’s Day drink to help simulate the 
illusion of the beach. Union Cafe makes 
them fabulous and decadent. 

Leo
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)

February is going to be an active month 
for you—mentally and physically. You’ll 
find yourself wanting to work out more 
than normal due to an increased intake of 
mental activity at work, school, or home. 
Release any tension or fear the new year 
has already brought you through exercise 
and make sure to keep yourself hydrated. 
The universe recommends water as your 
Valentine’s Day drink … sorry. 

Virgo
(AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22)

The pressure is on this month, Virgo. 
School and work will place a big weight 
on your back and you’re expected to  
keep it from hitting the floor. Whether  
it’s a project or assignment, a lot will be  
at stake. Pressure may bring you anxiety  
so try and deal with it in a healthy way.  
The universe recommends tequila shots as 
your Valentine’s Day drink. You can find 
them anywhere. 

Libra
(SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 22)

You’ll be craving love and affection in 
February, Libra, but it won’t come that easy. 
You may find yourself having to work extra 
hard to receive what you wish but don’t let 
it be an excuse to lower your standards or 
give up. However, this hard work will pay 
off and you’ll be heavily rewarded. The 
universe recommends a pitcher of Miller 
Light as your Valentine’s Day drink. It’s 
easy, and it’s a large quantity of alcohol 
which is what you’ll need. Two Bucks on 
Chitt won’t let you down.

Scorpio
 (OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21)

Things will be unpredictable for you in 
February, Scorpio. Be aware of sudden 
changes and unexpected twists in your life. 
You’ll find yourself craving security and 
making conservative choices. The universe 
recommends red wine as your Valentine’s 
Day drink. One can never go wrong with 
a safe glass of wine. The Wine Bar in 
Westerville has got you covered. 

Sagittarius 

(NOVEMBER 23 - DECEMBER 21)

You’re feeling sexy this month, 
Sagittarius!!! It doesn’t matter if you don’t 
have a Valentine’s date yet, you’re confident 
you’ll find one. So get promiscuous and 
explore the field. You may find yourself 
having more options than expected. The 
universe recommends a sex on the beach as 
your Valentine’s Day drink. 

Capricorn
(DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19)

You’ll be craving fun and excitement this 
month, Capricorn. Find ways to seek out 
adrenaline to soothe your hunger for action. 
However, don’t let your antsiness find its 
way into your personal relationships. Take 
your Valentine’s date on an adventure with 
you, it may bring you closer together. The 
universe recommends vodka and soda with 
lime as your Valentine’s Day drink. It keeps 
you hydrated for your adventures but also 
gets you drunk. 

Aquarius
(JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18)

This will be a sophisticated month for 
you, Aquarius. New business ventures will 
present themselves and you’ll need to be 
at your most professional. Choose a drink 
that pairs well with a refined demeanor. 
The universe recommends an old 
fashioned as your Valentine’s Day drink. 
You may be spending it at an interview or 
business meeting. Hyde Park is the perfect 
environment and boasts a large assortment 
of bourbon. Look at you, you big shot.•

DRUNK ZODIAC SIGNS: 
FEBRUARY

When the month of love starts up, you have an excuse to drink for everything. Single 
and feeling sad? Our crystal ball says you need a drink. In the best relationship of 
your life? I see a celebratory cocktail in your future.

BY SYDNEY RIDDLE •  ILLUSTRATIONS BY RYAN CASKEY
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2JOHN WATERS:
INDECENT EXPOSURE
JOHN WATERS:INDECENT 
EXPOSURE (2.2-4.28)

John Waters is potentially the king of weird 
and he’s bringing his artistic oddities to The 
Wexner Center for The Arts for the months 
of February, March, and April. The exhibit will 
feature a range of art mediums like paintings 
and photography as well as audio and video 
that he’s been working on since the 1990s. We 
can’t express it enough on how weird Waters 
is, so be forewarned when you make a visit!

8
THE GREATER COLUMBUS 
CONVENTION CENTER 
(2.8-2.9) | COTA: 1 
Columbus Winter Beer Fest is 
back and full of craft beers you’ve 
probably never even heard of! 
Beerfest is a great chance to fall in 
love with new beers or rediscover 
your love for a beer you haven’t 
had in awhile. With food trucks 
and craft beer from more than 
130 different brewers, you’ll be 
hard pressed to find something 
that doesn’t please your plate. 

COLUMBUS 
WINTER BEER 
FEST 9THE OHIO UNION 

(2.8-2.9) 
Get your dancing shoes ready and drink an extra cup of coffee, it’s BuckeyeThon’s 24-hour dance 
marathon and it’s going to be a late night. Each year BuckeyeThon hosts a huge event full of dancing, 
music, and activities with the common goal of raising money for the Hematology/Oncology/BMT Unit 
at Nationwide Children’s Hospital. It seems like every year they break their own record for funds raised, 
and we’re sure this year will be no different!

BUCKEYETHON 
2019

9DONATO’S BASEMENT
  Single on Valentine’s Day? Looking for something to do during date night? All are perfectly 
acceptable reasons for heading over to Donato’s Basement to catch some live comedy from the Buckeye 
Standup Comedy Club. Admission is free, and Donato’s has booze so you already know what to do with 
that extra money.

BUCKEYE STANDUP COMEDY CLUB VALENTINE’S 
STANDUP SHOW 

10 UNION CAFE | COTA: 1 
             Have you ever wanted to watch the Grammy 
Awards with fifty (or more) of your closest friends? The Union Cafe 
gives you the chance to rave and rant about award results while 
enjoying delicious food and good company. With a glow bar on the 
other side of the cafe your night is sure to be memorable, even if 
your favorite artist doesn’t win. 

GRAMMY’S VIEWING 
PARTY 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9GATEWAY FILM CENTER

SATURDAY 
MORNING 
CARTOONS

We can’t be the only people who 
miss the good old days of waking 
up with nothing to do   on Saturday 
mornings other than catching  
some cartoons. Head over to 
Gateway Film Center bright and 
early on Saturday where you’ll be 
relaxing in theater style seats and 
enjoying a bowl of cereal while  
GFC flips through the channels 
of classic cartoons. This could be 
the most relaxing start to your 
hangover on Saturday.

Living in Columbus means there’s 
never a shortage of events to go to, 
parties to hit up, and musicians to 
check out. This list is curated by the 
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we 
are always on the lookout for the next 
must-see event! Have an event you feel 
the world must know about? Shoot us 
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

SHIT TO DO
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13 THE OHIO UNION
  Lady Gaga. Bradley Cooper. And loads of 
nominations and critical praise. What more can you ask for? A Star 
Is Born follows the life of Jackson Maine (Cooper) as he falls in love 
with Ally (Gaga) and eventually helps put her on into the musical 
spotlight. Thanks to OUAB, you’ll be enjoying this movie for free as 
well as free popcorn and beverages.

OUAB FLICKS FOR FREE: A 
STAR IS BORN

15 EXPRESS LIVE! | COTA: 8
  Dillon Francis’s music is equally as great as his personality. He’s produced hits like 
“Coming Over” and he’s acted in satirical shows like What Would Diplo Do? and Like And Subscribe. On 
the other hand, Alison Wonderland has become a growing force in the EDM culture and was voted into DJ 
Mag’s 2017 Top 100 DJs roundup.

DILLON FRANCIS AND 
ALISON WONDERLAND

16 TRISM

  Love is in the air all of the month of February, and TRISM is hoping to spread

LOVE IS LOVE

  some of that love with their Love Is Love event that will benefit Equatis 
Health, a nonprofit organization offering health services to the LGBTQIA community. It’s a 
black-tie event so wear your best digs and you’ll be enjoying live music from a DJ, cocktails, 
and complementary food. Later in the evening, there will be a variety show featuring renowned 
magician, Erik Tait, as well as aerial acrobats, fire eating, and burlesque.

20
UNION CAFE | COTA: 1

To celebrate Rihanna’s birthday, the Union Cafe will be 
playing her best hits and music videos all night long. 
This party may not be as exclusive as Rihanna’s, but you 
can pretend you’re best friends when you see her on the 
flatscreens. There’s no need to bring a present, and Fenty 
Beauty products are not required.

RIHANNA’S 
BIRTHDAY 
BASH 20

OHIO UNION

If you haven’t seen the sequel to Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find 
Them, you’re in for a treat. Continue to follow Newt Scamander and 
his magical pets across the wizarding world as the villain Grindelwald 
(played by none other than Johnny Depp) rises to power. Gather up your 
Potterhead friends and enjoy free popcorn as you listen to the people 
behind you ask if Harry’s in this movie.

FLICKS FOR FREE: 
FANTASTIC BEASTS: THE 
CRIMES OF GRINDELWALD

22THE COLUMBUS 
FUNNY BONE 
(2.22-2.23)

Eric Andre seems to do whatever 
the hell he wants, and it looks like 
what he wants is make people feel 
uncomfortable. If you don’t believe 
us, check out his interview show on 
Adult Swim. With that being said, 
Andre is hilarious, and his cringe-
worthiness on his show is usually 
left at the door when he does stand 
up; just don’t be surprised when he 
cracks a wildly inappropriate joke.

ERIC 
ANDRE

23
WEXNER CENTER FOR THE ARTS
You’ve seen TED talks all over the internet; now 
you can attend a TED event for yourself live. 
This year’s TEDxOhioStateUniversity event 
is called Fuse, and discusses how universities 
bring ideas together to make something new. If 
you’re a big fan of TED, students get discounted 
tickets and the Fuse event is right on campus. 

TEDXOHIOSTATE
UNIVERSITY 
2019: FUSE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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24 THE SCHOTTENSTEIN 
CENTER

   Travis Scott is perhaps 
riding the biggest hype wave in the music 
game right now, and it’s for good reason. He’s 
consistently produced hits and his albums just 
keep getting stronger. Catch the Houston-
native rapper at the Schottenstein and save 
some money for merch because it’s a collab 
design with Virgil Abloh, creator of Off-White. 

TRAVIS SCOTT

26
SKULLY’S MUSIC-DINER | COTA: 1
It wasn’t too long ago that we caught 
up with Nadiem as he released his 
EP, Expectation, in 2018. Now it’s 
2019 and Nadiem is taking his music 
on stage with a tour and a stop off at 
Skully’s Music-Diner.

NADIEM: 
EXCEPTION 
TOUR

27 TRISM

  DJ Luca Lush has made a name for himself with his 
popular remixes of modern hits like “Hotline Bling” by Drake and “Bad 
and Boujee” by Migos, and now he’s bringing those vibes to TRISM. 
We’ll let him keep his secrets on how he makes his remixes, but we 
gotta find out how he gets his hair so damn blue.

LUCA LUSH

28
THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION CENTER 
(2.28-3.3)
Calling all gym bros and #FitGirlsOfInstagram, 
your favorite weekend event dedicated to 
protein powder and shaker bottles is back. 
Are you ready for all the free samples of shit?! 
There’s tons to do at the Arnold, and you should 
probably just check out our top 10 list of weird 
things you’ll see there on page 30.

ARNOLD 
SPORTS 
FESTIVAL

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3.2
THE SHORT NORTH | COTA: 1

What’s the weather going to be like for this 
Gallery Hop? We’re not sure, either! It’s 
probably safe to wear a few layers (and maybe 
a liquor coat if you know what we mean) before 
heading out, but while you’re out, you can enjoy 
all the sights, shops, and scenes of the Short 
North!

MARCH 
SHORT NORTH 
GALLERY HOP
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The nightlife scene at Ohio State is pretty awesome, but those crazy times get pretty easy 
to forget amid all the Natty Lights and $1 bomb shots throughout the evening. That’s what 
we’re here for.
You just worry about enjoying your nights, we’ll capture the moments for you.
This month’s installment of Bar Stars took us to our very own Ladies’ Night at Food Hall on 
Thursdays. If you see our photographer out one night, stop and pose for her! And if you see 
one of your photos featured here, give us a shoutout at @1870mag on Instagram!

PHOTOS BY GINNY PAJOR



I sat in a back-corner booth in the dimly 
lit and charmingly rundown The Library 
bar across from the creator and manager 
of the digital phenomenon known as OSU 
Sophomore. Just as The Library bar has 
transcended changes among campus culture, 
so has the OSU Sophomore Twitter account in 
integrating itself as a campus tradition for the 
last seven years. 

In his first exclusive interview about  
the account, the creator and sole manager  
of OSU Sophomore detailed his experience  
in maintaining the anonymous parody  
account that has accumulated over 8,000 
followers in its seven year reign. This is OSU 
Sophomore’s story.

How did the persona of OSU  
Sophomore become what it is today?

I look back at tweets I had in 2013-14, and  
I wasn’t tweeting about Instagram. And  
times change. Bars that I was tweeting about 
two years ago aren’t there. But at the base 
of OSU Sophomore, she’s always been an 
attention hungry, insecure person. What’s 
interesting is that why the character has sort 
of been able to live as long as it has been is that 
the university is changing for sure. The campus 
is changing, the bars are changing, but the kids, 
the students are not changing. They have been 
exactly the same for the entire time I’ve been 
running the account.

How has the reception of the  
account changed?

So when I started doing it, people were angry. 
They thought that I was taking personal shots 
at people and I’ve never done that. The names 
that I use on the account are just common girl 
names. Back when it started, I think people 
thought, ‘This guy hates sorority girls,’ and I 
don’t at all. It’s just an easy character to write. 
I look at when I started it and it wasn’t what 
it is now, but in, like, 2013, people started 
following it and it really became, like, a cult 
following. I remember my hope was to have 
1,000 followers.

Why do you think the account  
resonates so well with people? 

Everyone constantly wants something. 
Whether that’s attention from somebody, a 
guy or a girl. And now we live in a time where 

you can get whatever you want, whenever you 
want it. I think that drives, sort of, frustration 
among people when everything else they can 
get, but attention from a specific person, they 
can’t control that. And I think that drives 
people to do things and to put things out on 
social media that when they look back on, in 
five to ten years, they’ll think, “Good lord, what 
the hell was I thinking?” I think that what 
resonates with people is that nobody is as bad 
as OSU Sophomore, but what makes it fun is 
that there are small parts of her in all of us. You 
can read something and you may not take it to 
the extreme as she does, but you may have felt 
that way before. 

Where do you get your inspiration from?

Everything is either driven by what I see on 
social media, or just behavior that I see going 
out to bars in the Short North or if I’m at campus 
bars after a football game. It writes itself. I stick 
to a very basic formula of five jokes that I use 
repeatedly and I just write them in different 
ways. The difference between a woman who is 
21 and a woman who is 28 and 29, it’s not that 
different. People certainly change and times 
change but the motivation for attention, for 
constant attention, is always there … One of my 
all time favorite tweets was when I heard a girl 
make an order at a bar for a vodka cran and just 
how she said it, I went word for word.

What are some wild memories of  
running the account?

Seeing the t-shirts this year was incredible … I 
get creepy snapchats, creepy DMs from men, 
and I put one on blast like a year and a half ago 
and I didn’t say who he was, but I just put it 
out there and said, ‘hey, I’m a guy. This is not 
a real person.’ How in a million years would 
you think this is a real person? And men have 
approached this fictional character and that’s 
a really sad statement about men in America.

So, what’s next?

When I announced the OSU Soph character 
was going away, people were like flipping out, 
acting like they’d lost a relative. The account 
is not going anywhere; it’ll be a part of a time 
at Ohio State where this was a cool account. 
I never want to get to the point where people 
say, “I remember when OSU Sophomore was 
good.” I just know it’s time to end it because 
it’s just not, in my own mind, not as good as it 
was a year ago or two years ago. It wouldn’t be 
fair to tweet about what’s going on at Midway 
when I haven’t been to Midway in six or seven 
years. We’ll see her grown up here in a couple 
of weeks. I still don’t have a name for her, but 
eventually OSU Sophomore graduates and 
moves to Grandview. She continues to attempt 
to live a college life while struggling with 
pressures of adulthood. A lot of my followers 
who helped take my account off in 2014 are at 
that point in their life now so I kinda want to 
gear it toward that. •

The Enigma That 
Is @OSUSophomore

A full disclosure on the ‘excruciatingly  
specific’ parody account

BY LILY MASLIA
 

ILLUSTRATION BY 
RYAN CASKEY 
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Running the @OSUCrush account means you 
get a lot of weird shit in your notifications 
inbox. Usually, it’s some dude confessing his 
love at 2 a.m. to the girl he danced with at 
Bulls; we’re hoping the best for you two, Chad. 
Other times it’s weirdos saying unpublishable 
things, and that shit makes me sad.

But the one thing that serves as a saving 
grace is all the cute ass puppies, kittens, and 
any other pets that come into our stream. 
Let’s start this month on a good note by off 
confessing our love for these pets, and maybe 
some other day Chad and Jessica will finally 
end up together.
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Hold onto your butts, it’s about to be a cuteness overload

morgan stanley

sanjana naidu

julia grant

chloe meisner

dakota fox

camryn main

grace brott

erin foster

maya bose

melanie

emily gedeon

CAMPUS
THE CUTE PETS OF
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Let’s
Get
Technical
The future of fitness changes your 
mentality, not the machines

BY SYDNEY TAITCH

B
y now the initial excitement 
of sticking to your New Year’s 
resolution of getting in shape has 
probably started to fade. Let’s be 

honest, unless you’re one of those macro-
conscious, “follow my fitness Instagram” 
people, working out isn’t enjoyable. How 
many times have you caught yourself 
saying, “Ugh, I don’t want to go to the 
gym”? For most of us, it’s every time we 
think about how we should go to the gym. 
Luckily, there are options for those of you 
seeking to spice up your fitness game.

Having a gym that offers cool gadgets 
and tech requires a membership, and 
memberships require money. When 
you’re serving tables for $3.49 an hour, 
disposable income isn’t exactly at your 
fingertips. Fortunately, many of the 
on-campus gyms recently received 
new cardio machines that incorporate 
technology beyond just measuring how 
far you’ve ran or your heart rate. It’s not 
hard to notice that some of these newer 
machines have large touch screens, but 
have you ever explored the options that 
they offer?  If you do, you might find an 
‘entertainment’ tab. This tab feature 
has different variations for each type of 
machine, but they generally have similar 
applications. For example, the new stair 
climbers at the RPAC have the ability 
to stream YouTube, and if you can’t 
stay away from your recent Netflix or 
Hulu obsession, you can connect to the 
app on your phone to the machine and 
continue binge-watching. For those of 
you craving a change of scenery from this 
cold and dreary Ohio winter, try out the 
virtual scenery tab. You can run, bike or 
climb through foreign locations such as 
the Bohemian Mountains of the Czech 

Republic. If you’re looking for something 
a brings a competitive nature to your 
workout, like fishing or darts, try the top-
floor rowing machine that allow you to 
earn points based on how fast and how 
hard you pull.

Orangetheory Fitness (977 N. High 
St.) has swept the nation with their 
unique strategy of integrating technology 
to spark the competitive side of their 
clients. The one-hour class focuses on 
high intensity interval training or HIIT. 
Class members wear heart rate monitors 
that take into account you age and gives 
each individual their own ‘splat number’. 
This number tells you the level of effort 
that you should be exerting during the 
class by displaying how long you should 
be in your target heart rate zone. The 
more time you spend in your zone the 
more ‘splat points’ you receive. This 
number is displayed on a leaderboard in 
the front of the room, so naturally you 
have to get the most points. To really 
kick it into gear and have some friendly 
competition to go along with it, check 
out the new Short North location just 
a short drive down High Street. Need 
even more motivation to check out this 
revolutionary program? Your first class is 
on them ($28 value), and students receive 
$10 off the unlimited monthly class rate.

Also close to campus, Cycle614 (1636 
Northwest Blvd.) is an indoor cycling 
club. Similar to Orangetheory, Cycle 
614 has what they call a ‘Beat Board’ 
that displays your stats periodically 
throughout the class. Appropriately 
named, the board serves as motivation to 
get the best ride. No special equipment 
is necessary (although clip-in shoes are 
recommended), and your participation is 
voluntary. There is a computer in every 
bike that records your performance such 
as speed, resistance, power, distance 
and calories burned, and all of these 
components are accounted for in your 
total power score. You can also access 
these after the class in your own private 
account so you can track your progress 
and set goals for next time. Be sure to 
register for your free trial class, an $18 
value.

If you can’t handle commitment, 
there is an app, ClassPass, that connects 
you with variety exercise classes ranging 
from yoga to boxing. Simply put in your 
location and see what’s available in your 
area. Different classes cost a different 
amount of credits, and the good news is 
you get 27 credits for free just for signing 
up and have a month to use them. Group 
fitness classes really not your thing? The 
app also has videos that you can stream to 
your TV—so there’s no excuse not to stick 
with your resolution.•
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ARNOLD SPORTS FESTSHIT TO DO 1

t’s that time of the year when it seems 
like there isn’t anything to do during the 
cold winter months besides hibernate 
in your bedroom, wrapped up like a WEIRD 

 FLEX 
BUT OKAY.........

Ten odd things you’ll see at the 
Arnold Sports Festival this year

BY BAYLIE SCHWAMERGER
PHOTOS BY DAVID HEASLEY

burrito. Then, at the end of February, a dim 
light of hope appears on the horizon of your 
weekend plans—a festival. But this isn’t like 
the music festivals of summer, filled with 
free spirits and warmth. It’s the Arnold 
Sports Festival, filled with exercise drinks, 
ripped muscles, and some of the weirdest 
competitions and contests you can think of. 
Don’t believe me? Check out this list.

 Indoor Scottish Highland Games
Everyone loves kilts. Everyone loves weird 
objects. What does everyone love more 
than those two things? A person in a kilt 
throwing weird objects as far as they can, 
including shot put balls affectionately called 
stones, giant wooden poles, and pitchforks. 
The games showcase all of these events and 
more, with the prize being a statue of Scottish 
Strongman Donald Dinnie, a legend to keep 
on your dresser.

Axe Throwing
Have you ever wanted to throw an axe, had 
a particular liking for axes, amassed an axe 
collection, or just really wanted to live out 
your video game fantasy? Here is your chance 
to experience a combination of all three. The 
Arnold offers an event that teaches people 
how to properly hurl an axe through the air 

towards a wooden target. Axes will provided, 
so leave your personal ones at home. 

Guns and Hoses Boxing
At first glance the name of this event seems 
odd and possibly dangerous, when in 
reality it is two fitting nicknames for the 
competitors: police officers and firefighters. 
These two groups of heroes who usually work 
together become rivals quickly, boxing for 
multiple rounds. While this is undoubtedly 
entertaining, seeing actual guns and hoses box 
would be much more weird and interesting. 

UMG Gaming
Ironically, the Arnold hosts UMG Gaming 
on the last three of the festival’s four days. 
Gamers are showcased in this event, using 
their thumbs, minds, and always-in-shape 
characters to compete. At this rate, with 
eSports on the rise, sometime in the far future 
the first Arnold Virtual Sports Festival will 
happen, featuring digital versions of all the 
events in cyberspace.

Body Painting
Posing for six hours while being painted 
into a skin-morphing masterpiece is a great 
time for anyone wanting to show their body 
off as a canvas for Jan Tana’s Body Painting 
Revolution. If you’re a fan of the show Skin 
Wars, you can now experience it in the flesh. 
Classic Arnold Cinema is the very original 
theme for this year’s event.
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Art Show and Quick Draw Contest
The art contest at the Arnold is unsurprisingly 
centered around bodies. Artists have three 
days to prepare their best work for judging 
and display, drawing inspiration from 
different models and events. Creativity is 
found everywhere at the Arnold, otherwise 
most of the events on this list wouldn’t exist.

Foosball
Foosball is usually associated with memories 
of childhood. Most people remember trying 
to hit the ball while simultaneously smashing 
into their friends’ hands with the spinning 
poles, either on purpose or on accident. People 
have started to give in to their nostalgia 
caused by this game, evidenced by the fact 
that foosball has become popular enough to 
have its own championship at the Arnold this 
year, leaving the possibility of bruised hands 
still open. 

Spartan Obstacle Course
This obstacle course race message is simple: 
rip 100 milion people off the couch by using 
incentives like an empowering name and 
encouragement. No entry fee makes it very 
tempting to participate, but be aware that it 
is first come, first served. People who want to 
avoid mud and climbing should not sign up for 
this one. Motivation is required. 

Pole Fitness
Yes, pole fitness is a recognized sport. 
Unsurprisingly, it has been growing in 
popularity around the world. The PCS 
Championship, dubbed the “most prestigious 
pole event to date”, will be taking place at 
this year’s Arnold festival. The competition 
includes men and women who will put on 
their best costumes while showcasing their 
pole fitness skills. This will probably be one of 
the most crowded events, for obvious reasons. 

Rogue Record Breakers
This event involves strongman and 
strongwoman competitors trying to break 
Guinness world records. The uncommon 
events include lifting a 315 pound dumbbell 
over their head and raising a “stone” up over a 
bar. Whoever wins or breaks the record gets a 
submission to Guinness and money, while the 
audience gets bragging rights for watching. 
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B
efore his bleached tips rose to 
television chef fame, Guy Fieri 
was born right here in Columbus, 
Ohio. Though he grew up in 
California, his iconic TV show 

Diners, Drive-ins, and Dives, affectionately 
known as Triple D, has paid homage to his 
birth town a total of six times. We had to 
know what these six spots were serving up. 
If we know one thing about the man, he has 
good taste. Have you seen the shirts he wears?

MAYORESS OF FLAVORTOWN: 
ALEXIS HALL

Loops: 1629 Northwest Blvd.
I am just going to start out by saying that a 
gyro roll is everything you didn’t know you 
needed in life. Imagine a classic egg roll, 
but instead of being filled with vegetables 
and semi-questionable meat, gyro rolls are 
filled with gyro meat and cheese. You can 
order buffalo or spicy, and the buffalo is a 
winner-winner gyro dinner. Apart from 
the rolls, the classic gyro is the Bomb.com. 
It’s better than Apollo’s (yeah that’s right, I 
said it). I took along my boyfriend, who loves 
spicy food, and he said the buffalo gyro is 
phenomenal. They have tons of gyro flavors, 
hot dogs, vegetarian options and desserts 
including baklava. 

Pierogi Mountain: 2216 Summit St.
Potatoes, cheese, and dough is a top tier 
combination. Change my mind. I dare you 
to try. After trying the pierogi at Pierogi 
Mountain I bet you’ll be hard pressed to 
change your own mind. With a revolving 
menu of flavors you’ll never get bored. Some 
personal favorites are the ham & cheese, 
chili cheese coney, and apples and brie. They 
also have poutine, which is basically the 
French-Canadian version of cheese fries, 
and they are covered in a chicken gravy that 
deserves to be in the hot tubs of Flavortown. 
On Tuesday’s they serve up a real deal with 
pierogi at only $1 each. It’s time for you to 
summit this mountain. 

Ray Ray’s Hog Pit: 2619 N. High St.
Found in the parking lot of Ace of Cups on 
North High St. this food truck was well 
worth the visit in the freezing rain. The 
smell of the smoking meat right next to the 
truck gets any waiting customer amped 
up to get their food. Their jerk chicken 
sandwich packs a punch of flavor that you’ll 
either love or hate. I fell in love with it. 
Their BBQ pulled pork sandwich, coleslaw 

GIRLS
B E I N G

GUYS
Visiting all the Columbus spots 
the Mayor of Flavortown, Guy 
Fieri, has stopped at

BY ALEXIS HALL AND K ATIE COOK     |      PHOTOS BY BRIAN K AISER

(I’m weird and one of the few people I know 
that actually enjoys coleslaw and regularly 
craves it), and mac-and-cheese are southern 
favorites that won’t disappoint. And for 
dessert the banana pudding is so good it 
could be served on a flip-flop and I would 
still devour it. 

MS. GUY FIERI: KATIE COOK

Sweet Carrot: 1417 W. Fifth Ave.
This posh joint takes American-style to a new 
sophisticated and outrageously delicious 
level. Here’s how it works: you pick a base, 
either texas toast, mac and cheese, corn 
bread, or kale then add all the toppings you 
want! Anything from juicy, tender brisket 
to meatballs to fried artichoke. Either way, 
you can’t really lose. The dishes will entice 
you with their strong and comforting flavors 
that remain crisp and fresh, something often 
lacking in traditional American restaurants. 
Oh yeah, and the carrot cake is definitely 
as good as you’d expect from a restaurant 
named Sweet Carrot. For a tasty fresh twist 
on all the foods we know and love, come to 
Sweet Carrot!

Momo Ghar: 59 Spruce St.
Dumplings. Need I say more? Found in 
the frozen seafood section of the Saraga 
International Food Market, this hidden 
gem produces some of the best dumplings 
in Columbus as well as the most authentic 
Nepalese food around. The main menu item 
is, you guessed it, “momo,” which is a classic 
dumping dish soaked in hot chutney, giving 
them a unique Indian-Chinese fusion of 
spices and flavors. If you’re looking to be 
slapped in the face with flavor, Momo Ghar 
is the place to be. 

Ena’s Caribbean Kitchen:  
2444 Cleveland Ave.
Missing the tastes of summer and hot nights? 
At Eno’s the flavor goes all year round. The 
jerk chicken has all the great sweet and 
savory blend of BBQ on a hearty portion of 
chicken that falls right off the bone. This 
chicken is juicy and tender (I mean no-
teeth-necessary tender) and is rubbed in an 
authentic Caribbean spice-blend you won’t 
find anywhere else in Columbus. And if you 
carnivores aren’t already convinced, there’s 
plenty of home-made sides to keep your 
mouth watering: mac and cheese, collared 
greens, corn bread, and the classic beans 
and rice. If you’re looking for a home cooked 
meal made with lots of love a soul, check out 
Ena’s on Cleveland Avenue!



When it comes to a romantic dinner, 
there’s a few staples that must be included. 
The first is an atmosphere that creates  
an ambience—something worth posting  
on your Insta story, you know? The  
second is a dinner menu that doesn’t 
include fries and chicken fingers—we’re 
after upscale here, not “night after Bulls” 
food. And the last, and perhaps most 
importantly, is a date.

As for the last part of finding a date, 
good luck my friends. May the Tinder 
swipes ever be in your favor. As for the 
rest of you scrambling around on Yelp 
looking for somewhere to take your boo? 
We got you covered.

MARCELLA’S | 615 N. HIGH ST.

This is the local equivalent to the Cheesecake 
Factory back home in terms of its trendiness; 
I’ve had a number of girls’ trips here as well 
as dates with my boyfriend. A fan favorite, 
Marcella’s has some super fresh pasta dishes, 
charcuterie-level of aesthetic appetizers, and 
fancy pizzas to share with your significant 
other. Don’t feel like you have to break your 
carefully curated American palette by coming 
here, just get a pizza and let it be the freshest, 
gooey-est, warmest pizza you’ve ever had. Not 
to mention the nonstop oncoming of bread, 
oil, and balsamic to the table. (All good date 
night places have complimentary bread). If you 
drink anything here, let it be Marcella’s white 
wine sangria. It’s so refreshing and sweet, so 
if you’re looking for a fancy alternative to the 
wine you convince yourself you like for the 
photo but don’t really want to finish, try this 
sangria. Salad and entree prices range between 
$8 and $22 depending on your preference for 
speciality, so ball out as much as you prefer to at 
this dim-lit, candle-table-topped Short North 
haven. — Madi Task

TASTINGS: SHORT NORTH
958 N. HIGH ST.

Not everyone is a wine drinker, but at Tasting’s 
in the Short North, they will put any wine 
hater to the test with their wide variety of 
vinos. They have everything from sparkling 
white wines to dry red wines, and your server 

will be more than happy to point you in the 
right direction if you are hesitant. Tastings 
also makes the experience more enjoyable by 
making every wine available through their self-
serve kiosks. Simply pre-load your card with 
whatever amount you prefer (I recommend $35 
for couples) and each pour is at a price-point 
which can range as low as $2.90 for a sample, or 
as high as $12 for a full pour of an upscale bottle. 
As for the food, it’s best you stop by between 3 
p.m. and 6 p.m. for Tasting’s happy hour where 
everything on the food menu is half-off, which 
includes artisan flatbreads for as low as $4.50. 
— Mitch Hooper

FUJIYAMA STEAKHOUSE 
5755 CLEVELAND AVE.

Dim lighting, lowkey atmospheric tunes to 
set a romantic vibe, and some of the most 
delicious food in the entire city cooked right 
in front of your face? Count me all the way in. 
Dinner is served from 5-9 p.m. on Valentine’s 
Day, and you should be wowed all the way from 
start to finish. Every dinner comes with some 
wonderful soup, salad, and a few grilled shrimp, 
alongside whatever you order. My advice? 
Go for the Shogun Dinner (Hibachi steak 
and teriyaki chicken), fried rice, and grilled 
vegetables. Dishes are a little over $20 a person, 
but here’s a pro tip: Download Groupon, they’ll 
sell you a $30 voucher for $17. That way, you’ve 
got $13 more to spend on a couple daiquiris or 
an extra portion of fried rice. — TJ Neer

Affordable 
Ambience
Date night spots with dim 
lighting and decent pricing

BY 1870 STAFF 
PHOTO BY BRIAN KAISER



BOUJEE 
Expand your drinking 
palate with this monthly 
installment of new booze

COCKTAIL
Sticking with our theme of sensual citruses, our 

beer of the month is Brewdog’s Grapefruit-
infused IPA, Elvis Juice! This 6.5% ABV treat 
hits the spot for all kinds of beer drinkers, from 
the “I gotta have more hops” hipsters (to be read 
like Christopher Walken’s I gotta have more 
cowbell SNL skit) to the “I only drink fruity 
beers” apprehensive newbies, this beer will widen 
your horizon in some direction and make you 
feel good. I picked this beer for several reasons 
this Valentine’s Day, one is the Angel Grapefruit 

Technique (Google it now, I will say no more) and 
the other is because fruit and romance always pair 
well together. If you’re looking to spice up the beer 
game, might I recommend adding a shot of gin to 
the bottom of a pint of this like Ethyl and Tank’s old 
school Get Rad drink that I’m not even confident 
still exists, but used to be my favorite after a long 
day. With all the flavors of love in the air, Elvis 
Juice is sure to pair well with the pelvis juice you’ll 
be interacting with later on, am I right ladies?

BY MADI TASK

Our boujee cocktail of the month had to be 
something you could pair with a pre-sensual 

Valentine’s dinner or a date party that’s sure to 
lead somewhere, so I thought, why not something 
to keep your breath fresh while drinking it? This 
month we’re looking into how to make a standard 
mojito. There are five necessary ingredients in this 
drink, and they are: white rum, sugar, lime juice, 
soda water, and mint. Your first step is to add a 
shot-size or a confident squeeze of lime juice, 5-7 
mint leaves, a pinch of sugar or shot simple syrup, 
and two shots of rum. Then, with a spoon (or a 
muddler if you actually own one), “muddle” the 
three together. Muddle means to press down on 
the mixture multiple times to release the flavors. 

No need to be gentle here, just don’t twist the 
spoon or spike the leaves with the edge of it and 
accidentally tear the mint leaves, they should 
remain whole. You’ll know you’re doing it right 
when it changes the color of the mix just slightly. 
To finish off the drink, fill the rest of the glass with 
ice and soda water and give it a stir. Feel free to 
top with more mint for garnish, and there you have 
it! Make these yourself or find them being served 
at District Pourhouse in the Gateway, where you 
can also treat your date to some very tasty dinner 
(this is confidently my favorite place for dinner on 
campus). No need to frantically chew gum before 
being invited over at the end of the night, you’ll 
have yourself covered with this drink already.

BOOZE

BEER

Tryna get that cock-tail this month? Am I right? 
If so you’ll need some tasty drinks in mind 

to get your courage up and your breath fresh AF. 
This month I’m providing some citrus sweetheart 
treats and mint-infused classics that will leave 
your breath ready for action so you can move from 
the bar to the bedroom in no time.

P H OTO P R OV I D E D BY B R E W D O G U S A
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B artenders come in all shapes and sizes, and 
from all walks of life. Who’s to say who is best 
equipped to give you what you need when you 

sit down across the bar? Bartenders. Professional 
babysitters, part-time psychologists, and a drunk’s 
best friend. When you need to know the best spots to 
get your drink on around campus and who to chat up 
while you’re there, we’ve got you.

What’s the craziest or weirdest thing you’ve seen as a bartender? 
It’s gotta be game days. It’s so packed in here—off the charts electricity. 
Those are definitely the craziest days here. They’re the most fun, too. 

What’s the best way to get your attention on a busy night? 
Being considerate and patient. I’d rather serve someone who’s being 
considerate than someone who’s waving their card around and being 
obnoxious. Eye contact is huge, too.

What’s the worst way to get your attention on a busy night? 
Leaning over the bar or touching me. Or saying my name. If you know my 
name that doesn’t mean you’re allowed to use it.

What’s the one song that is overplayed at the bar? 
This bar does a good job of staying current with its playlists. If it’s not 
something new on, then we usually have some old classic rock playing. 
So, I’d say classic rock as a genre might be overplayed here.

What’s your go-to cocktail lately? 
I really like whiskey, but I’ll use Sprite or 7-Up instead of Coke. 

What’s your go-to beer lately? 
Great Lakes Irish Ale. I think it’s 6.3%; it’s got a really smooth finish.

When you aren’t at Out-R-Inn, what bar do you go to? 
We like to go to Three’s; we’re friendly with them, and also I like  
the Library.

When you’re not out, what do you do with your free time? 
I play a lot of pool here at the bar. We have free pool nights here, or I’ll  
golf in the summer. 

If you could drink with anyone—dead or alive—who would you drink 
with and what would you drink? 
Does President Obama drink? I’d love to have a cocktail with him. He’s a 
cool dude. We’d have some whiskey on ice. 

(Editor’s note: former President Barack Obama does drink [according to 
Politico], so the ball is in your court, Mr. President…. Mug night?)

Finish the sentence: Out-R-Inn is the best bar on campus because… 
Of the tradition and, in the same breath, always staying fresh. •
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Fly Like Cupid
HOW TO LOOK YOUR FRESHEST FOR DATE NIGHT

Is it a coincidence that the month of love is also the shortest 
month of the year? Nah, cause sometimes love is whack. But for 
the times that it’s fresh and new, or riding the good times of a long 
connection, Valentine’s Day is a day to electrify that spark that 
brought you two (or three or four, I don’t judge) together. All in 
all, Valentine’s Day is a celebration of love for all, between family, 
friends, and significant others. It never hurts to celebrate those 
you love, and it certainly doesn’t hurt to look good while doing 
it. *Warning: looking TOO fly may result in a (consensual) loss of 
clothing, results may vary*. 

C

A. LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Going out with that someone special means going out with a bang! 
What better way to impress your partner than with a bold color or 
print to show them your fun side. I went with this deep mustard 
yellow shirt from Express that can be dressed up and down. The 
material is super soft and warm so dates in the Short North  (or 
Antarctica at this point) can definitely be the move! 

B. PLAID PANTS
Pairing off with the shirt are these green plaid pants I snagged 
from Zara. Plaid is hitting the market by storm, and can be worn 
for almost anything. I especially like these pants because the plaid 
is very calm, allowing the shirt to really shine, but still providing 
that cool pattern against the solid of the shirt. 

C. BOOTS
Tying the whole outfit together are these Chaps boots that were 
honestly a STEAL. They were only $22 at Discount Fashion Ware-
house, and for all you broke college students like me that like nice 
clothes, I highly recommend checking out their locations! 

BY EYON ERTACHEW 
PHOTOS BY COLLINS LAATSCH

A

B
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Fly Like Cupid
HOW TO LOOK YOUR FRESHEST FOR DATE NIGHT

Have big plans with the significant other for Valentine’s Day, 
but can’t seem to find the right pieces in your closet? No worries. 
This situation happens all too often, but I’m here to ease that 
process. With this outfit, you’ll be shining and looking your best 
with your bae on date night.

A

B

C

D

A. TOP
Unless you’ve been living under a rock for the last six months, you 
know that snakeskin is everything right now. I chose this super 
cute sheer and lace-embroidered top for a perfect date outfit. The 
snakeskin pattern makes the top super trendy, but the lace em-
broidery is a timeless staple. Show some (snake)skin with the low 
cut and allow the sexy lace to keep your date interested.

B. PANTS
Black jeans are the bread and butter of going out outfits. But just 
because they’re basic (or so I’m told), doesn’t mean they can’t be 
fun. I spiced up the outfit with the slight boyfriend fit jeans and 
the frayed bottom—a unique touch to a classic black jean look.

C. JACKET
Another popular trend around campus is oversized, fuzzy jack-
ets, often called “teddy jackets.” These jackets are just as comfy as 
they are cute and will definitely draw your date’s attention with 
just how snuggly you look in them. I matched the black jacket 
with the black jeans, which totally works to emphasize the seduc-
tive snake top.

D. BOOTS
If a college girl isn’t wearing her booties, then is she really going 
out? I chose modest, low to the ground booties for this date look. 
Having comfy shoes is key for a having a date because odds are, 
your date probably lied about his height in his Tinder bio. Opt for 
a modest shoe look to emphasize other pieces of your outfit and 
save the fun shoes for the pics on the next date. 

BY SARAH FEINBERG
PHOTOS BY COLLINS LAATSCH
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Valentine’s Day might be a ploy by Hallmark to sell more love 
cards throughout February, but that isn’t all it does. Whether 
you’re single or in a relationship, the question of “Will I be having 
sex?” will float to the front of your mind this month. And that’s 
okay. It’s time to talk about these thoughts. Like the great Kanye 
West said: “None of us would be here without cum.” Here’s to 
getting down, 1870 style.

DISCLAIMER:
While talking about sex is sometimes 
comical and always important to opening a 
dialogue, we take this topic very seriously. 
If you are a victim or survivor of a sexual 
crime, please contact the Sexual Response 
Network of Central Ohio at 614-267-7020. 
As always, be safe out there.
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SEX SURVEY

SEXUAL ORIENTATION 
BREAKDOWN
Heterosexual: 80.4%
Bisexual: 10.7%
Homosexual: 4.5%
Heteroflexible: 2.8%
Other: 1.6%

GENDER BREAKDOWN
1,232 Total Responses
Women: 56.8%
Men: 41.8%
Non-binary: 0.01%
Transgender: >0.01%

BIRTH CONTROL BREAKDOWN
In less surprising news, 45.7% women prefer 
the pill. In more surprising news, 12.3% 
of men reported they or their significant 
other use the pill as a form of birth control! 
Condoms are the most used form of birth 
control for men and women with the 
combined responses hitting 38.4%. Then 
there’s the group who literally doesn’t fuck 
around as 7% said they practice abstinence.

IS REGULAR SEX 
IMPORTANT TO A 
RELATIONSHIP?
Unanimously, the answer to this 
question is yes at 86.8% but, 14.6% of 
female reported it isn’t important and 
12% of males said they felt the same.

IS FOREPLAY NECESSARY?
Only 6.1% of our responses said that 
foreplay wasn’t necessary, so it’s safe to 
say foreplay is absolutely required.

DOES SIZE MATTER?
Sorry, fellas, 62.4% of responders said size 
does in fact matter. If it’s any consolation, 
of the total group who said size doesn’t 
matter, 57% were women.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU  
WATCH PORN?
While a sizeable amount responded they 
watch porn one to three times a week at 
49.2%, a large amount at 28% said they 
never watch porn. We wonder if there’s any 
correlation with non-porn watchers and the 
7% of responders who said they practice 
abstinence as a form of birth control.

WOULD YOU EVER 
PURCHASE A SEX TOY?
It seems like the taboo-like culture that 
surrounds sex toys is starting to die off 
as 68.5% of responders said they would 
purchase one, and 11.4% said they 
already own one. Good for ya’ll.

WHAT’S YOUR BIGGEST FEAR 
WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE  
AND SEX?
This is an interesting one to look at through the 
lense of gender. While performance ranks as 
the least biggest fear when it comes to love and 
sex for females (7.1%), it more than doubles 
for men at 16.5%. While there are some 
differences, the biggest similarity is the fear of 
pregnancy at 53.2% and STDs/STIs at 22.2%.

FOREPLAY

GETTIN’DOWN

WHAT IS THE WORST 
 SEX POSITION?
Shower sex, anal, reverse cowgirl, Eiffel Tower, 
overly aggressive doggy style

Honorable Mentions: Helicopter, jackhammer, 
rusty trumpet

CAN YOU CONSENT TO SEX 
AFTER DRINKING?
While a total of 21.4% responded 
that you cannot consent to sex after 
drinking, a larger portion at 45.7% said 
it depends. Let this be a reminder that 
alcohol impacts everyone differently and 
consent is always key.

WHEN DID YOU LOSE  
YOUR VIRGINITY?
Now we see why they say the end of high 
school and college are the best times of your 
life: it’s when you probably lost your virginity! 
Of our responses, 49.4% said they lost their 
virginity between ages 16 and 18 while 20.5% 
said they lost their virginity between 19 and 
21. The most impressive stat, though? The 
12.2% of responders who are still virgins.

HAVE YOU EVER 
BEEN INVOLVED IN A 
THREESOME?
TREYWAY! While only 16.8% of 
responders have been in a threesome, 
45.4% said they haven’t been in one, but 
they want to. 

HAVE YOU EVER FAKED AN 
ORGASM?
As a surprise to no woman across the 
world, 73.3% of women responders said 
they have faked an orgasm in their life. 
What we are trying to figure out is how 
31.6% of men responders were able to 
fake an orgasm.

CAN YOU DATE SOMEONE 
IF THE SEX IS BAD, BUT THE 
RELATIONSHIP IS GOOD?
Damn! Some of you are shallow…. Or 
maybe just realistic. While most people 
said yes you can date someone if the sex 
is bad, 35.7% said they would break it off.

HOW DO YOU BREAKUP WITH 
SOMEONE?
Ghosting seemed to be at an all-time high 

not too long ago, but now only 2.3% of 
responders said they go the ghosting route to 
end a relationship. The most popular answer 
came in at 91% with most people saying the 
prefer to breakup in person. That’s awfully 
confrontational of you all.

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST 
TURN ON?
Neck kissing, talking dirty, confidence, 
passion, nice body/muscles

Honorable Mentions: Marxist feminism, 
slim thicc, promiscuity

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST 
TURN OFF?
Smoking cigs, rude, overconfident/cocky, 
bad hygiene/breath, fakeness

Honorable Mentions: Fart fetish, not 
voting, TTUN

WHERE’S THE MOST 
INTERESTING PLACE 
YOU’VE FOOLED AROUND?
Thompson Library, COTA bus, Lincoln 
Tower Kitchen, her late grandma’s bed, 
Target fitting room

Honorable Mentions: The Shoe, The 
Oval, Lane Ave. parking garage

WHAT’S THE WEIRDEST 
THING SOMEONE HAS SAID 
TO YOU DURING SEX?
“You’re hotter than my sister.” “Gird your 
LOINS!” “Did that stink?” “Sorry it’s so 
small…” “If you want to have a threesome, 
Bryan could join.”

WHAT IS THE BEST  
SEX POSITION?
Missionary, cowgirl, 69, doggy style, sideways

Honorable Mentions: Forking, prone bone, 
quarterback, Spiderman

PILLOW TALK

BY 1870 STAFF 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JESS WALLACE
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Review Your Ex
Spilling the tea about your past relationships and why it ended

Why did you two break-up?      
I wasn’t happy anymore. She was still in our hometown and became 
increasingly angry and jealous the more friends I made at OSU.

Why did you leave the star rating that you did?   
When I broke up with her, she responded by proposing over text. Then 
when that failed she claimed to have cancer. When that lie became 
apparent, she trapped me in her room when I came to retrieve my things 
which resulted in me almost having to call the police until she stole my 
phone away.

Let us know how you *really* feel about your ex.    
Some people say their ex is psycho and are being dramatic. My ex? Was 
actually psycho.

Why did you two break-up?
I went off to college and wanted to live my life and not have to answer to 
anyone. She didn’t like that I was too far away.

Why did you leave the star rating that you did?
She was the most amazing person I have ever met. I have compared every 
girl since then to her and none of them add up to what she was.

Let us know how you *really* feel about your ex.
I really wish that we could get back together. I’m still in love with her even 
though we broke up more than 2 years ago.

Why did you two break-up?
We grew apart while we were in high school. I didn’t want to be with 
her anymore. 
Funny story: I actually ordered “His & Hers” bracelets (I know, cringey, 
right?) and between the time I ordered them and the time they were 
delivered, we broke up. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Why did you leave the star rating that you did?
I have, like, 2 memories from an 18-month relationship. That’s it. Like, 
we went to a Bruno Mars concert together and.... I can’t really remember 
anything else from that relationship. Again, we dated for EIGHTEEN 
MONTHS. HOW DO I ONLY REMEMBER, LIKE, ONE THING FROM THE 
WHOLE RELATIONSHIP?

BY 1870 STAFF

Why did you two break-up?
He was arrested for soliciting a prostitute.

        
Why did you two break-up?     
She decided that she’d rather be sleeping with someone else and cheated on me.

Why did you leave the star rating that you did? 
She has all of the characteristics of a great partner except for loyalty and empathy. 
In some ways she’s the most wonderful person in the world and in other ways she is 
the most selfish person I’ve ever met. 
  
Let us know how you *really* feel about your ex. 
She is intelligent, beautiful, independent and absolutely amazing in bed. Unfortunately, 
she’s also selfish, a liar, and a serial cheater. If you’re interested in a wild, incredible 
ride that will take you to the highest highs and the lowest lows, this is the woman for 
you. She will use you, lie to you, and cheat on you all to pacify her own insecurities 
and self loathing. Don’t fool yourself, no matter how well you treat her, how attractive 
you are, or how rich you are, she will always find a “better” model to which to trade 
up. But while you’re together, you will feel like the luckiest man in the world.

      
Why did you two break-up? 
He couldn’t date me now if I possibly did not want to have his children in the future. 
I’M 20! I can’t make that decision at this point in my life! He had no life goals yet 
[and] felt that his undecided future career was more important than my life long 
dream of a career. I should’ve seen this coming considering he was self conscious 
and not secure in his masculinity.

Why did you leave the star rating that you did?     
His dick game was weak. He was a little bitch. He has no friends. He was never a fan 
of reciprocating anything; emotion, sexual satisfaction, anything.

Why did you two break-up?
We both decided to break up. He was an unsupportive asshole who told me I became 
too “normal” in his life. All he wanted to do was (exact quote) “Hang out and drink 
with my friends, play video games, and do my homework an hour before it’s due”

Why did you leave the star rating that you did?
He really wasn’t that great of a guy. He was a follower and did whatever his friends 
did—he wasn’t genuine. I can’t even imagine what type of girl would want to be with 
him. I use Yelp a lot and when I see a low star rating, it’s a red flag not to eat there and 
this is my red flag not to date him.

Let us know you *really* feel about your ex.
After we broke up, he essentially wanted to get back together but I had already 
moved on. He spent an entire semester crying over me and wanting me back and 
regretting the things he said. SORRY FUCKFACE! Then, after I wouldn’t get back 
together with him, he told me how everyone in his life “disliked” me. Too bad I don’t 
care anymore! He was insecure and still is. :)

Responses have been edited for spacing and formatting reasons. No responses or answers 
were altered in this process.

V alentine’s Day is supposed to be all about love 
and relationships, but all of the single people 
out there know what Valentine’s Day really is: a 

reminder that they still don’t have a significant other. Instead 
of feeling bad about that, we found students who have had 
some pretty horrific stories with their last lovers that can 
serve as a better reminder: remember the last relationship 
you were in? Yeah, let’s just count our blessings that we 
are out of that.
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Battle 
of the 
Sexes: 
Buckeye Edition
BY NICOLE PIZARRO

Female

undergraduates

Graduate 
Programs

Arts & Sciences

Business

Engineering Pharmacy

Dentistry Optometry

Education & Human ecology Public Affairs

Law doctor of pharmacy

Food, agricultural &  
environmental sciences

Public health

Doctor of medicine veterinary medicine

50.3%

(30,775)

(30,395)

49.6%

male

17,168

7,552

8,606 517

454 265

3,202 317

596 518

2,355 321

785 63546%
(7,893)

61%
(4,578)

75%
(6,464)

34%
(175)

56%
(254)

33%
(88)

36%
(1,159)

39%
(124)

52%
(307)

41%
(212)

46%
(1,090)

20%
(65)

53%
(416)

22%
(137)

54%
(9,893)

39%
(2,974)

25%
(2,142)

66%
(342)

44%
(200)

67%
(177)

64%
(2,043)

61%
(193)

48%
(289)

59%
(306)

54%
(1,265)

80%
(256)

47%
(369)

78%
(498)

Nursing

985

13%
(125)

87%
(860)

2018 Gender 
Enrollment

Total 
University: 

61,170
•

All statistics sourced from the Ohio State  
University’s 15th Day Enrollment Report.
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SMALL GIFT FOR A 
CASUAL FRIEND OR 
NEW RELATIONSHIP
What do you get when you mix five young 
men and a small dorm room? A lot of 
unpleasant smells. Five young Buckeyes 
facing this problem have designed a 
solution: Raney Candle Company! 

When I asked Jack how he liked 
to set the mood on a romantic night, he 
exclaimed “With our candles! This is the 
ideal Valentine’s Day gift because they’re only 
$10 a piece.”

Thinking your frat-hopping girlfriend won’t like a 
recycled beer can-dle for Valentine’s Day? Think again.

“One of the coolest parts is seeing people’s reaction to it. When they come and 
see what we’re doing they’re like ‘Wow you’re legit’”, shared Luis.

Daniel agrees, “People are surprised they actually smell like good candles. 
You’re buying them because of the can, not because of the scent, but then people 
are pleasantly surprised. As we get more popular more people give us feedback, 
and we can narrow down an optimal product to what their idea of a good-smelling 
candle is.”

Their candles include Bud Light, Natty Light, White Claw, or any can you can 
think of, but on top of the coolness factor, this candle is a healthier alternative to 
others you may be considering purchasing. 

Milos mentioned, “They’re made of all-natural soy wax, so they’re healthier 
than the Yankee Candles which have possible linkages to cancer.”

To purchase a Raney Candle, check out their Instagram @RaneyCandleCo or their 
website, https://raney-candle-company.myshopify.com/. 

FUN TWIST ON A RESPONSIBLE
GIFT FOR A NIGHT OF FUN
If SAFE sex is your passion (trick question, 
it’s all of our passions) then you probably 
know your way around the condom shelves 
at CVS. But did you know that there’s 
currently a fast-growing condom company 
started by a 2012 Ohio State graduate? 

Neil Mehta graduated from Ohio 
State and pursued a masters in Public 
Health in New York, when he asked 
himself, “Condoms haven’t been improved 
since the 1920’s so why are we still mass 
producing these? No one was really improving 
the condom itself as a product, or even the 
experience that comes 

with using a condom.”
So he came up with Royal Condoms, the vegan-friendly, environmentally-

friendly, nontoxic, high-quality premium latex condoms that are flavored!!!
“We have three different variants: All Natural, which is a low-to-no odor latex, 

standard lubricated, water-based lubrication, hybrid solution that doesn’t dry up 
fast or leave it oily or overwhelming. And then we have strawberry and chocolate 
flavors, with the same perks as the natural.”

This Public Health guru truly values those intimate real-life moments in the 
bedroom, where everyone deserves to have a good time, whether you’re down 
there or just living in the sensation of it all.

“Something in or around your body has to be healthy. Also, subconsciously 
when you’re in the bedroom, you’re using all your senses that you don’t really 
think about. If you’re having a lot of sex in one night, it could get really smelly or 
really odd at some times, so why not create something that takes care of that to 
make the entire experience great?”

To purchase a box of Royal Condoms, go to https://theroyalc.com/. 

Spice
Up
That
Sweet 
Night

BY MADI TASK

NOT SURE WHAT TO GET YOUR 

BOO FOR VALENTINE’S DAY? NO 

NEED TO FEAR! WE TALKED TO 

SOME OF OHIO STATE’S SEXIEST 

ENTREPRENEURS TO COME UP 

WITH A COMPREHENSIVE LIST 

OF GIFTS THAT’LL MAKE BAE 

GO GAH-GAH. PLUS, THEY’RE 

ORGANIZED BY YOUR LOVE 

LEVEL OF INTENSITY, DEPENDING 

ON HOW VALENTINE’S-Y YOU’RE 

FEELING THIS TIME OF YEAR.

THE KINKY KINGS AND QUEENS OF 
VALENTINE’S DAY
If you have gone all the ways around your bedroom and back, you may be getting 
tired of the same old sex. You embrace your sexuality, and you and your partner are 
really just looking to step it up somehow. We get it, and we know just who you need 
to find.

Maura Williams, a Pure Romance consultant here at Ohio State sat down with 
me to talk about the importance of both parties getting what they want in the 
bedroom, and creating a safe space to talk about sex in a way that is positive and 
only as experimental as you want to go. 

“We throw in-house parties and I’ll do demonstrations and talk about 
everybody’s sexual opinions and preferences,” Williams explained. “We empower 
women and educate them about positive sexual experiences and make it more 
mainstream to have women feel like pleasure is something that’s important to 
them, as well.”

Pure Romance is the way you can switch up your Galentine’s Day; invite 
Williams and her for-sale items over for your pregame and engage in some 
important and very entertaining conversations over a couple glasses of wine. 

“Anyone can throw a party for free! I’ll introduce myself and what Pure 
Romance is about, we’ll do a little ice breaker game, then we start off with bath 
and body products, from that we do skin care, then we talk about lubricants and 
enhancements, like our massage oil, and then we get into bedroom accessories 
which is like toys and stuff. We pass them around and it creates a safe space for 
people to feel comfortable talking about it, being able to ask questions about the 
products and stuff.”

There’s no pressure on everyone to speak up about their sexuality, though. Part of 
the safe space mentality recognizes that some prefer to keep their pillow talk private.

“At the end of the party once I show everyone everything, it’s a private 
shopping experience for everyone individually. One time I did the party in the 
living room and used my bedroom as the space for the one-on-one questions and 
selling, or we could talk about if they want to throw another party. It’s super easy 
and I accept Venmo.”

To host a party with Maura or learn more about the products for sale, send her 
an email at maurawilliams.pureromance@gmail.com or visit her website page at 
pureromance.com/maurawilliams. 

More From Maura
Let’s talk product. If you’re looking for something 
more intimate than sexy, go for one of these:

“For Valentine’s Day we have a heart-shaped 
massager! There’s a circle inside that you snap 
and it makes the massager hot, it stays hot for 
an hour, and you can put oil on it and just start 
rubbing your back (or your partner’s back with it) 
and ladies, period cramps? This works perfectly 
for those, too.”

“We also have ‘Basic Instinct’ perfume and it 
brings out your personal pheromones. If we both 
put it on and sat here for 15 minutes, our scents 
would be completely different.”

Looking for something more intense to spice 
things up? Don’t worry, she’s in fully supply. And 
what you’ve been waiting for, the sex toys.

“We have one called ‘Fan Favorite’ and it’s on 
the cheaper side, and it’s a remote control one. 
One part goes inside you and then either you 
can hold the remote, or you can give that to your 
partner and they can control the intensity.”

“Hand Jive”: “It goes on the penis shaft, and it’s 
super stretchy so like don’t say ‘My penis is too 
big for that’, shut the fuck up it’s not. Hand jobs 
can get boring, maybe you don’t like giving oral, 
and this thing can really spice it up.

“Main Attraction”: “This one is insane. Both 
parts vibrate individually, so you can turn one or 
both on, they each have five different intensities. 
If you want the clitoral to be high in intensity and 
the other one low, you can do that.”

Take these products anywhere you may want 
to enjoy them! Maura-approved. “All of these are 
water-proof so like, bath tub? Yes.”
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